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Thundridge, Old Church
Pre-Vigil
When we arrived at the access road to the ruined church we found that a car was parked across the end
of the track and the track itself had been blocked off. As the nearest road (Cold Christmas Lane, where
the track starts) is very narrow (with passing places) and there was nowhere to park we decided to
relocate to the end of the footpath to the church (Old Church Lane) where it became a road in
Thundridge itself. This left us with a walk of just under a kilometre to the church. This is shown on the
map below.
As we walked along the path to the east of the A10 we could hear the sounds of voices coming from the
direction of the church. When we reached the point marked by the blue star on the drawing below we
heard numerous loud voices and could see torch light coming from the church area. It was obvious that
a group of youths had decided to spend the evening around the church and were in no hurry to leave so
we decided to abort this part of the investigation and proceed to the second site in Tewin.

When we got back to the cars Leana reported that she had felt a pain in her chest all along the first
section of the path up to the tunnel under the A10. On the return, Danny, who Leana was walking with,
reported that he felt a pain in his chest in the same area. In both cases the one feeling the pain had been
the one nearest to the river Rib to the north.
In addition Leana reported that when we had paused along the track (at the point marked by the blue
cross) both she and Danny had heard a ‘whoo’ coming from the field to the south.
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Tewin, St Peter
Pre-Vigil
When we first arrived at the church we walked down the drive to the war memorial to the north of the
church. As we discussed the plan for the investigation Danny found himself attracted to the tower
especially to the slatted window on the east of the belfry but he did not know why.
At 22:30 Bill left a battery tester, near to the grave of Lady Ann Grimston, It was here that Andy F had
problems with his camera batteries the last time we investigated the church. The battery tester consisted
of a 2.5Ah NiMH battery in a holder with a meter measuring the voltage across the battery (an
indication of 5 means fully charged and 0 means discharged). The meter draws negligible current from
the battery so if the battery discharges during the investigation there had to be some other cause,
possibly a paranormal one. As a control a second battery sat in the holder but this was not connected to
anything so there should be no earthly reason why it should discharge thus if both batteries discharge
the result would be very significant.

General
For this investigation the sky was overcast with a slight breeze coming from the south. There was a
reasonable amount of traffic noise coming from the south but otherwise the area was a quiet one.

Vigil 1 – 22:35 to 23:10
For this vigil we positioned ourselves under a large yew tree with spreading branches that lay to the
south of the nave. A plan of the vigil locations is given on the next page. Initially we sat at the edge of
the tree just under the branches but after a short while Leana got up and moved to the bowl of the tree.
She said that there was something about the area especially what looked like a gravestone that was
lying flat on the ground to the northeast of the tree bowl. She said that she felt as if she wanted to sit on
the gravestone but did not know why (out of respect she didn’t).
22:45 Bill measures the temperature at +4.5ºC.
22:47 Leana rejoins Bill and Danny at the edge of the tree. She reported that there was ‘something’
round the tree which lay to the west of the tree under which we were sitting, especially on the
south side of the tree. Bill walks over to the tree and as he walked round to the south side he got
a strong cold shiver. Leana said that she saw someone standing behind the tree (in the
southwest) as if they were watching us. They appeared to be quite short, just over one metre
tall, and were staring at us. In that area there are several graves with two old and overgrown
ones lying just to the south of the tree and one, Isaac Thomas Peart, just to the west.
22:53 As Bill and Leana investigated the tree to the west Danny moved to the bowl of the vigil tree as
he said that he had felt very unwelcome in his original position at the northwest edge of the tree.
As he reported why he had moved Bill, who was standing northwest of him, had a cold shiver.
22:54 Bill sees a large dark shadow about half way between himself and the tower. The shadow was
about two and a half metres long and half a meter wide and orientated facing south along its
long axis. As he saw the shadow he had a major cold shiver. At the time Bill was standing
where Danny had previously sat, on the northwest edge of the tree.
Bill moves forwards to the north edge of the tree and again gets a major cold shiver.
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22:56 Bill moves to the area where he saw the shadow. His cold shivers continue.
22:57 Bill’s cold shivers subside but return as he moves back to where Danny originally sat.
22:58 Leana reports that she saw something move from the area of the graves to the northwest of the
tree, where she saw the figure, to the tree itself. Whatever it was it was about half a metre
across.
23:01 Bill goes over to the area where Leana saw the ‘thing’ move from to take a photograph. As he
passes the north of the tree he camera tells him the batteries and flat and powers down. This was
unlikely as re batteries were brand new and fully charged just hours before. He removed them
then re-inserted them and found they were working perfectly and were fully charged (in fact he
took numerous flash photographs with them during the rest of the investigation and did not have
to replace them).

23:03 Leana reports that the watcher has gone.
23:04 I walk back to where I saw the shadow. Half way there I get more cold shivers.
23:07 Bill measures the temperature at +2.5ºC to +3ºC.
23:08 Bill sees a small dark patch about ten centimetres across in the same area where he saw the
large shadow.
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Vigil 2 – 23:19 to 23:55
For this vigil Team 3 sat on a circular bench which surrounded a tree in the northwest of the
churchyard.
23:25 Danny reports that he is drawn to the far side of a brick platform to the southwest of the tree
under which Team 3 sat. He had walked up to the platform and was drawn to the west side but
he had not walked round there as as the ground was unusually soft and he had felt unsafe.
23:28 Bill measures the temperature at +2ºC to +2.5ºC.
23:30 Leana reports that she can smell something burning.
23:40 Bill notices that the wall to the left of the north door is glowing with another patch further to the
east. He calls Leana’s attention to it and they watch as it slowly fades away. Bill contacted
Team 2 who were to the northeast of the church and got Steph to shine her torch in the direction
of the church but that was not the cause (especially as a torch turns off and does not fade out).
The light patch to the left of the door covered an area from the door frame to an arc from the top
left of the door to a point on the ground about one and a half metres to the left of the door.
23:44 Danny reports that a gravestone about forty metres away to the west-southwest was suddenly
blanked out (it was light enough to see it wit the naked eye and without the aid of a torch).
23:51 Leana reports hearing a woman’s voice coming from the direction of the church. It sounded
echoey and was almost as if it was coming from inside the church but quite loud. She heard two
words but could not make them out.
23:53 Bill measures the temperature at +1ºC to +1.5ºC.

Vigil 3 – 00:03 to 00:35
For this vigil Team 3 sat to the east of Lady Ann Grimston’s grave.
00:07 Bill measures the temperature at +1ºC to +2ºC.
00:12 The team hear what sounds like music coming from a long way off to the west.
00:23 Bill sees a small patch of light to the northwest and about six metres away on the ground. At the
time he was looking straight at it and it lasted a couple of seconds.
00:29 Bill measures the temperature at -1ºC to -0.5ºC. The cloud has been thinning during the vigil so
that by tat time a few stars were visible.

Post-Vigils
Bill retrieves his battery tester and finds that the battery is still fully charged.
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